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SPACE SHUTTLE SHORT CIRCUIT
Background
Since its conception in 1981, NASA has used the space shuttle for human transport, the construction of
the International Space Station (ISS), and to research the effects of space on the human body. One of
the keys to the success of the Space Shuttle Program is the Space Shuttle Mission Control Center
(MCC). The Space Shuttle MCC at NASA Johnson Space Center uses some of the most sophisticated
technology and communication equipment in the world to monitor and control the space shuttle flights.
Within the Space Shuttle MCC, teams of highly qualified engineers, scientists, doctors, and technicians,
known as flight controllers, monitor the systems and activities aboard the space shuttle. They work
together as a powerful team, spending many hours performing critical simulations as they prepare to
support preflight, ascent, flight, and reentry of the space shuttle and the crew. The flight controllers
provide the knowledge and expertise needed to support normal operations and any unexpected events.
One of the flight controllers in the Space Shuttle MCC is the Electrical Generation and Illumination
Engineer (EGIL). The duties of this position include monitoring electrical systems, fuel cells and
associated cryogenics (low temperature functions) of NASA’s space shuttle. The complexity of this
vehicle, built to operate in an extreme environment, have required flight controllers to break down the
system into manageable tasks with simplified and solvable problems. The EGIL flight controllers are
responsible for keeping the space shuttle operating safely during a mission while also accomplishing
the mission objectives like building the International Space Station or servicing the Hubble Space
Telescope. Flight controllers practice asking a lot of “what if” questions. In this way, they are prepared
to ask the right questions at the right time and know how to answer them if a system failure occurs.
The space shuttle is a very complex machine with many control panels that require power to operate.
Each control panel (PNL) has a reference that tells the flight controller where it is located on the space
shuttle. For example, PNL MA73C is located on the middeck (M) on the aft wall (A), at column location
73 (inches from a reference point), and row location C.
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Figure 1: Crew Module Layout

The majority of the control panels on the space shuttle are connected and powered by long, low
amperage wires strung together to form what is called a “control bus”. A potential electrical problem is a
short to ground (a low resistance current return path) somewhere on the wire. In the space shuttle, the
negative poles of the fuel cells are tied to the airframe just like the negative battery pole in a car is tied
to the frame. If a wire from a positive terminal touches the frame it will result in a large spark as a
significant amount of current will take the path of least resistance.
Figure 2 shows wire damage that resulted from a powered wire touching a structure on the space
shuttle. This happened immediately after liftoff during a space shuttle mission. The wiring to a main
engine controller shorted, causing the circuit protection to trip for the engine controller. The backup
engine controller took over automatically. The EGIL and Booster flight controllers recommended turning
the bus sensors off to preclude an AC inverter problem from automatically tripping another bus which
would potentially shut one of the main engines down. No further action was taken until after Main
Engine Cut Off. Once on orbit, the EGIL operator directed the crew to provide status for the circuit
breaker for the offending main engine controller to ensure that it had opened and there was not a wider
electrical problem.

Figure 2: Damaged wire that resulted from a short to ground on the space shuttle.

The EGIL flight controller must be prepared to make decisions that will ensure the safety of the flight
and crew if problems like this occur. Over the years of space shuttle operations, electrical problems
highlighted the necessity for NASA engineers to have a deep understanding of short circuits, circuit
protection, and insulation characteristics.
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Problem
Figure 3 is a simplified layout of a control bus for the space shuttle. At each end of the bus there is a
31 V power source and a 5 A circuit protection device called a remote power controller (RPC). The
RPCs will break the circuit (trip) after exceeding the rated current for a specified duration and can be
reset after a trip. There is also a 31.2 V power source connected at the center of the electrical bus
through a 5 A fuse as shown in Figure 2. It is important to note that the circuit is a closed loop because
the return path is through vehicle ground. Each switch function in each control panel takes the powered
control bus input, feeds it through the switch out to electronic devices in the circuit, and then returns it
to ground (not shown in diagram).
The control bus in Figure 3 uses 24-gauge wires. Wire gauge is a measurement of how large a wire is.
As the diameter of the wire decreases, the gauge number increases as does the resistance in the wire.
Because the wire gauge is small and the line length is long, the resistance in the wire is significant. The
24-gauge wire has a resistance of 0.0846 /m. In the event of a short to ground somewhere on the
wire, one source may draw enough current to trip the circuit protection. However, the resistance in the
line may prevent a high enough current draw at the other sources to trip the circuit protection. This
means that the short continues to be powered and could cause a fire.

Figure 3: Simplified control bus layout. This is a closed loop because the return path is through vehicle
ground (not shown in diagram). PNL=Panel, RPC =Remote Power Controller, SNSR = Sensor. The Volt
SNSR provides a reading that can be used in conjunction with panel switch functionality to determine the
approximate location of a short. A low voltage reading indicates a problem close to the A RPC end of the
control bus.
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A. Suppose a short to ground occurs at panel R13 as shown in Figure 3. Determine which circuit
protection devices will trip. (The 5 A fuse will trip at 3 times the rated current. The 5 A RPCs will
trip at 1.5 times the rated current.)
Note: Fuses and circuit breakers have characteristic trip curves that level off at somewhere
above the rated trip current. This allows the user to safely operate a load at the rated current
without fear of tripping the circuit. These thermal devices rely on heat buildup, so it takes some
finite period of time to trip.

B. The control panels are guaranteed to function down to 24 V, but may function as low as 22 V.
Referring to Figure 3, determine which control panels will receive enough voltage to still
function.

C. If NASA were going to design a new spacecraft and use the same wiring as shown in Figure 3,
what should be the maximum length of a wire run to ensure that a 5 A fuse would trip with a
short anywhere on the wire? Repeat for a 5 A RPC. Assume the power system supplies 28 V.

D. If NASA used a 3 A fuse instead of a 5 A fuse, would they need to use a longer wire or would a
shorter wire run be sufficient to guarantee the fuse would trip? Justify your answer.
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